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Tormek 
Sharpening System
With a wide range of jigs to sharpen gouges, plane 
blades, chisels and much more, Tormek sharpening 
machines are without a doubt the best that money 
can buy and are one of our most popular products. 

Each machine is packed with cutting edge design 
and sharp innovation, producing results far above 
the expectations of the average woodworker.
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The Trafalgar Way, Axminster, Devon EX13 5SN   Tel: 01297 35058
Winchester Road, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG22 6HN   Tel: 01256 637477 
Valegate Retail Park, Copthorne Way, Cardiff CF5 6EH   Tel: 02920 025000
Lincoln Road, Cressex Business Park, High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3FF   Tel: 01494 885480
North Shields Retail Park, Norham Road, North Shields. NE29 7UJ    Tel: 01915 005966
Hamilton Way, Bermuda Trade Park, Nuneaton, Warwickshire CV10 7RA   Tel: 02476 011402
Sheppey Way, Bobbing, Sittingbourne, Kent ME9 8QP   Tel: 01795 437143
Gateway 49 Trade Park, Kerfoot Street, Warrington, Cheshire WA2 8NT   Tel: 01925 595888

Tormek products are displayed throughout our stores.

Tormek Sharpening System

Tormek Sharpening - Hand Tool Jigs
This is a course for beginners who would like to learn how  
to use the Tormek correctly and to its full potential. During  
this course you’ll be introduced to the whole range of Tormek  
hand tool jigs.

You will learn how to sharpen chisels, plane blades, knives, small  
carving tools, scissors and axes. You will learn how to get a razor  
sharp and repeatable square edge to your chisels and plane blades. We will go through the 
honing process and how to use the stone grader and truing device correctly. 

Skill Centre Courses

Sharpen the Tormek way 
Tormek have been making sharpening systems for over 40 years and are renowned for their 

quality and precision. With a wide range of jigs to sharpen gouges, plane blades, chisels and 

much more, Tormek sharpening machines are without a doubt the best that money can buy. 

Tormek make two of the most accessible and useable sharpening systems available: the T8 and 

the T4. Each machine is packed with cutting edge design and sharp innovation. 

For up-to-date course information and availability axminsterskillcentre.co.uk

Tormek Sharpening - Woodturning Jigs
This is a course for beginners who would like to learn how to  
use the Tormek correctly and to its full potential. During this  
course you’ll be introduced to the whole range of Tormek  
woodturning jigs.

You will learn how to shape and sharpen all gouges, skew chisels, 
 scrapers and parting tools. You will not only learn how to get these  
tools razor sharp but you’ll discover how to replicate your favourite profiles over and over again. 
You’ll also learn how to use the stone grader and truing tool correctly. 



WHY TORMEK
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Is it the unique qualities of the Tormek grindstone, the maintenance free workhorse of a motor, the quiet 
operation or the versatility which makes you capable of sharpening virtually any hand tool?
These are all important reasons why Tormek has earned the 
confidence of buyers and the media alike. But perhaps the most 
important reason for owning a Tormek is for the way it improves 
your work. Many new Tormek users are surprised to see the 
difference they get in results when using a well sharpened and 
honed water cooled edge. Others appreciate the amount of time 
they save to get to the desired sharpness, simply by letting the 
motor do the job and saving your wrists and shoulders.

Regardless of whether you are a professional craftsman or a 
hobbyist, what we find that Tormek users have in common is a 

dedication to their work along with the knowledge that having 
sharp tools is a key factor to obtain the desired result, whatever 
size of the project. Water cooled sharpening is gentle, yet highly 
effective at keeping the edge in perfect shape. The system is easy 
to use and the result will inspire confidence.

For the keen hobby user, there is no better feeling than the 
confidence of knowing that what- and whenever a sharpening 
need will occurs, you will be able to fix it straightaway without 
interrupting your work.

1. Sharpen all your edge tools

With the wide range of unique and patented Tormek jigs, you can 
sharpen practically any type of edge tool. Tormek is dedicated 
to developing water-cooled sharpening through innovative 
solutions!

2. Exact replication

The key word when sharpening with Tormek is repeatability. You 
can shape the tool exactly to your needs. Even complicated shapes 
such as fingernail turning gouges, spoon carving gouges and oval 
skew chisels with a radiused edge are easily sharpened.

3. Cleanest edges

You finish the sharpening process by honing and polishing the 
edge on the leather honing wheel for a razor sharp edge.

4. Fast sharpening

Once the shape is created, you remove only a fraction of the steel 
when re-sharpening, which makes it a quick job.

5. Full control

At the low speed, you have full control of the sharpening and 
remove no more steel than necessary. An extra benefit is that your 
tools last longer.

6. No risk of overheating

There is no risk that the edge becomes overheated and loses its 
hardness.

7. Powerful motor and unique gear system

The industrial-strength Tormek motor maintains an ideal stone 
rpm, regardless of load. The reliable self-adjusting gear design 
ensures you always get the right torque, without excessive force 
and wear to the system.

8. Efficient grindstone

The unique composition of the Tormek grindstone has been 
thoroughly tested to offer the best combination of efficient steel 
removal, smooth surface finish and long life. There is no need to 
change discs or belts. In addition, the stone can be dressed with 
the Stone Grader SP-650 to give you two different cutting actions, 
all in one stone!

9. Safe and quiet

Worn steel particles are deposited into the water trough, keeping 
the air clear of grinding dust. No sparks are produced that can be a 
fire hazard in workshops with a lot of wood dust. You will also find 
that the Tormek runs surprisingly quietly.

10. Quality and performance

The Tormek is the original, water cooled sharpening system. For 
more than 40 years Tormek has been used in workshops around 
the world, and in the process has earned a reputation for versatility 
and dependability. Buying a Tormek machine is a safe investment 
in quality and performance with a 7- year warranty.

 Tormek T-8 Tormek T-4
Housing Zinc cast top and frame Cast zinc and ABS plastic

Grindstone 250mm x 50mm 200mm x 40mm

Leather honing wheel 220mm x 31mm 145mm x 26mm

Stone diameter indicator ✓ ✗
Stainless steel main shaft, nut and washer ✓ ✓
Carrying handle ✓ ✓
Quick coupling for honing wheel ✓ ✗
Honing with SE-77 Square Edge Jig  
on leather honing wheel ✓

 
✗

Power 200W (Input) 120W (Input)

Motor duty Continuous 30 min/hour

Running speed 90 rpm 120 rpm

Width, depth and height 270mm x 270mm x 330mm 230mm x 200mm x 260mm

Weight 14.8kg 9.8kg

Supplied with…

SE-77 Square Edge Jig ✓ Optional

WM-200 Angle Master ✓ ✓
PA-70 Honing Compound ✓ ✓
Handbook ✓ ✓
Tormek DVD ✓ ✓
TT-50 Truing Tool ✓ ✗
SP-650 Stone Grinder ✓ ✓
Accessory tray for storage ✓ ✗
Warranty 7 years 7 years 

AT A GLANCE COMPARISON

Systems



TORMEK T-4 WATER COOLED SHARPENING SYSTEM
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Model T-4
Power 120W
Wheel Width 40mm
Overall L x W x H 230 x 200 x 260mm
Weight 9.8kg

The Tormek T-4 has some innovative features. Firstly, the zinc cast top incorporates the key components of the main shaft, 
Universal Support and motor assembly resulting in superb accuracy as standard. Secondly, two sleeves in the zinc cast top hold 
the Universal Support, meaning that the improved locking design and tighter tolerances will give even better results. Both 
features give improved accuracy and precision for easy sharpening on the new Tormek T-4. The T-4 uses a powerful, industrial AC 
motor and the shaft supporting the wheels is corrosion resistant stainless steel. The 200mm(8”) diameter stone has the Tormek 
EzyLock mounting system for fast stone changes without a spanner. For complete safety the unit has an NVR switch. 

The T-4 model is the latest incarnation in a long line of Tormek 
water-cooled grinding systems. In common with its larger sibling, 
the T-7, it is ideal for sharpening cabinetmaking hand tools, knives, 
scissors and woodcarving and turning tools. It comes supplied 
with two useful accessories. The SP-650 Stone Grader keeps the 
stone cutting efficiently as well as changing the surface from a 
(220g) coarse cut to (1,000g) fine. Using the leather wheel charged 
with honing compound give you the equivalent of a 6,000g 
finish for a finely polished edge. The second accessory is the 
AngleMaster, an adjustable device used to set the correct angle 
for grinding plane and chisel blades. Magnets on the reverse side 

of the AngleMaster mean that it is easy to store it conveniently 
on the steel machine plate. The machine also includes the unique 
Tormek Handbook, where all the information that is required to 
shape, sharpen and hone your tools to perfection can be found. 
Supplied with the SP-650 Stone Grader, unique Tormek 
Handbook and DVD together with Tormek’s 7 year warranty.

Apart from the above mentioned accessories, the machine comes 
without jigs. So, for instant sharpening, a jig of choice needs to be 
purchased from the many available, all of which will fit the Tormek 
T-4.

T-4 Water Cooled Sharpening System  code: 507158

SPECIFICATIONS

Stainless steel shaft

NVR switch, providing 
safety in the event of an 
interruption of power

Sharpen your plane irons 
and chisels with a perfectly 
square edge

200mm (8”) 
diameter 
stone

Ideal for sharpening 
hand tools, knives, 
scissors, woodturning 
and woodcarving tools

http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-t-4-water-cooled-sharpening-system-507158
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The Tormek T-8 sharpening system is the perfect answer 
to your sharpening requirements. For any professional 
or amateur needing a versatile, reliable and repeatable 
sharpening system, the T-8 should be on the top of your list.  
The T-8 has a 250mm x 50mm water-cooled grindstone and a 
220mm x 31mm leather tyred honing wheel. 

Powered by a quiet 200W motor, Tormek’s unique and efficient 
drive system maintains constant speed, even under load. Tools 
can be sharpened with the Supergrind wheel cutting towards or 
away from the edge. The T-8 features a strong, cast-alloy casing. 
The mounting sleeves for the universal support are an integral 
part of the casting. The design eliminates the possibility of any 
misalignment between the universal support and the grinding 
wheel. The universal support bar has a micro-adjuster, which 
makes setting up or replicating a sharpening angle easy and 
highly accurate. 

The Advanced Water Trough features a screw lift mechanism.  
You can fit it, fill it and then by simply turning the knob, raise the 
trough to bring the water into contact with the stone. It makes 
removing the trough for emptying just as simple. The T-8 includes 
a magnetic scraper for efficient cleaning. The unit has an NVR 
safety switch with a strong waterproof cover. The T-8 is suitable 
for use in education and other areas where an NVR switch is a 
necessity. The T-8 includes TT-50 Truing and Dressing Tool, SP-650 
Stone Grader, WM-200 Angle Setting Guide, PA-70 Honing Paste 
and Dressing Oil for the honing wheel. In addition, there is a 
comprehensive handbook and Tormek DVD all packed in a strong 
storage tray. 

The T-8 also includes the SE-77 upgraded jig for square edge tools. 
Its design has a movable side and fine adjustment. This ensures a 
precise 90° angle between your blade’s edge and side. It also offers 
the possibility to create a slightly cambered edge. The Tormek 
wet-grinding method leaves a polished, burr-free edge without 
overheating the tool. Wet grinding significantly extends the life of 
your tools; it removes less material without affecting the temper 
of the steel.

T-8 Water Cooled 
Sharpening System code: 102175

Model T-8
Rating Industrial
Power 200W
Voltage  230V
Speed 90rpm
Wheel Width 50mm
Overall L x W x H 270 x 270 x 330mm
Weight 14.8kg

SPECIFICATIONS

Revolutionary fully 
cast housing for 
strength and accuracy 

Micro adjustable for 
complete control of 
sharpening angle 

Integral sleeves for 
support bar guarantees 
correct alignment 

Sharpens all types of 
steel, including high 
speed steel (HSS)

Screw lift rise and 
fall mechanism for 
water trough

Includes upgraded 
SE-77 jig for precise 
90° edges

http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-t-8-sharpening-system-102175?sel=102175
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T-8 with HTK-706 Hand Tool & 
TNT-708 Accessory Woodturner’s Kits
 code: 717949

T-8 with HTK-706 Handtool Kit
 code: 717948

TNT-708 Woodturner’s Accessory Kit code: 701439

A comprehensive kit for the woodturner which includes the appreciated Tormek jigs and accessories at great value for money. 
You will be able to shape and sharpen your tools exactly to your needs and replicate your favourite profiles over and over again. 

Even complicated shapes such as the fingernail shaped turning 
gouges and oval skew chisels are easily sharpened. Contains the 
following Tormek jigs and accessories: SVD-186 Universal Gouge 

Jig, SVS-50 Multi-Jig, SVD-110 Torlock Toolrest, TTS-100 Turning 
Tool Setter, LA-120 Honing Wheel, MH-380 Protective Cover, TNT-
300 DVD and tuition manual.

With this kit you are ready to give your common hand tools a whole new edge. The two knife jigs will handle most knives 
including chef’s knives, filleting knives and hobby knives. 

The scissors jig can be used for general sized paper scissors as well 
as your heavy garden shears. With the axe jig you can sharpen 
carving axes to an edge you did not think possible for an axe. Also 
included is the short tool jig for short carving tools and chisels 
down to 45mm. Contains the following Tormek jigs: SVM-45 

Short Knife Jig, SVM-140 Long Thin Knife Jig, SVX-150 Scissor Jig, 
SVS-38 Short Tool Jig, SVA-170 Axe Grinding Kit and SVM-00 Small 
Knife Holder. All packed in a quality storage box for bench or wall 
mounting.

HTK-706 Hand Tool Kit code: 507199

T-4 with HTK-706 Hand Tool Kit
 code: 717659

T-4 with TNT-708 Woodturner’s 
Accessory Kit code: 717663

T-4 with HTK-706 Hand Tool & 
TNT-708 Accessory Woodturner’s Kits
 code: 717661

T-8 with TNT-708 Woodturner’s 
Accessory Kit code: 717947

http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-tnt-708-woodturner-s-accessory-kit-701439?sel=701439
http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-htk-706-hand-tool-kit-507199?sel=507199
http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-t-4-water-cooled-sharpening-system-with-htk-706-hand-tool-kit-717659?sel=717659
http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-t-8-sharpening-system-handtool-kit-package-deal-717948?sel=717948
http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-t-4-water-cooled-sharpening-system-with-tnt-708-woodturner-s-accessory-kit-717663?sel=717663
http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-t-8-sharpening-system-woodturner-s-kit-package-deal-717947?sel=717947
http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-t-4-sharpening-system-htk-706-hand-tool-tnt-708-woodturner-s-kits-717661?sel=717661
http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-t-8-sharpening-system-handtool-woodturner-s-kit-package-deal-717949?sel=717949
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Using the SVD-185 Turning Tool Jig

Using the SVS-50 Multi-Jig

There is a distinction between shaping and sharpening. Once the tool is shaped, you just want to touch up the edge, never 
removing more steel than necessary. 

The time consuming initial shaping is now possible using a bench 
grinder in conjunction with the Tormek BGM-100 Mounting Set. 
With the BGM-100 you can use your Tormek jigs and setting 

devices on a bench grinder, giving you perfect control and making 
the transfer to your Tormek for final finishing simple. Contains 
horizontal base, universal tool support and instructions. 

BGM-100 Bench Grinder Mounting Set code: 210952

Using the TTS-100 Turning Tool Setter

Put together with woodturners in mind, the BGK-400 package 
complete kit comprises the Tormek BGM-100, plus the 
following jigs: 

Tormek SVS-50 Multi-Jig, Tormek TTS-100 Turning Tool Setter and 
the Tormek SVD-186 Turning Tool Jig. This kit allows you to use 
your bench grinder and Tormek jigs to accurately re-shape your 
turning tools.

Tormek BGK-400 Tormek 
Bench Grinder Kit code: 504087

Carving Kit code: 719433
This package comprises a Tormek SVD-186 Gouge Jig, an 
LA-120 Profiled Leather Honing Wheel and an SVS-38 Short 
Tool Jig. 

SVD-186 Gouge Jig

• Full control over bevel angle and shape
• Takes carving gouges up to 36mm wide and carving vee tools

LA-120 Profiled Leather Honing Wheel

• For the honing and polishing of the inside of carving tools
• Made of solid tanned leather
• Two standard discs have a radius of 3mm (1/8”) and a 60° tip

SVS-38 Short Tool Jig

• For short carving tools and chisels
• Also suitable for power carving tools

http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-carving-kit-719433
http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-bgm-100-bench-grinder-mounting-set-210952
http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-bgk-400-tormek-bench-grinder-kit-504087?sel=504087
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Now with a slightly thinner 
grip which enables you 
to sharpen smaller knives 
without the jig touching 
the stone.

The jaws of the clamp adjust to suit different thicknesses of 
blade. Restore the blade to its original edge angle or choose 
the angle you prefer. 

The jig rests freely onto the Universal Support so you can follow 
the curve of the blade and get an even bevel. The edge angle can 
be fine tuned by turning the handle. Use SVM-45 for ordinary and 
smaller knives with blade lengths between 70mm to 150mm.

SVM-45 Knife Jig code: 910089

This knife jig is developed especially for long (chef’s knives) or 
flexible knives (filleting knives). 

Its broad clamping area, 140mm (5.1/2”), stabilises a thin blade but 
is also suitable to use for knives with longer blades, from 160mm 
(6.1/4”).

SVM-140 Knife Jig code: 702085

The patented SE-77 is the latest upgraded version of the 
original Tormek jig. For plane irons and wood chisels, its 
unique design makes mounting the tool squarely in the jig 
foolproof. 

Two small knobs on one side of the jig allow you to fine-tune the 
jig for a precise result and achieve a perfect 90°. These adjusting 
knobs also allow you to put a controlled camber on a hand 
plane blade. The jig’s construction makes it possible to clamp 
and sharpen tapered chisels, for example Japanese chisels. A 
further enhancement is the moveable locking screw. This ensures 
the clamping pressure is even on both sides of your blade, 
guaranteeing greater stability and security when sharpening. 
Safety stops keep the jig securely on the Universal Support and 
prevent the tool from sliding off the grindstone. Max tool width 
76mm(3”), max tool thickness 9.5mm3/8”).

SE-77 Square Edge Jig code: 102331

This holder works in conjunction with the SVM-45 Knife Jig. 
Your knife’s handle, rather than the blade, mounts in the SVM-
00 holder. The SVM-00 then clamps into the SVM-45. 

Using this system there is really no limit to how small a blade 
you can sharpen. The SVM-00 opens up the ability to work with 
complete control on a wide range of small knives. You can now 
sharpen knives of different shapes for whittling, chip carving and 
detail work. The SVM-00 can also handle narrow chef’s knives like 
boning or fish filleting knives. You can even sharpen small blades 
of folding knives with perfect control.

SVM-00 Small Knife Holder code: 504136

Simple to operate jigs for sharpening knives of various 
lengths. The opening of the clamp can be adjusted to suit 
different thicknesses of blade and the handle is used to finely 
adjust the grinding angle. 

Once one side has been sharpened the jig can be flipped over to 
produce the same angle on the other side. The SVM-45 takes small 
knives down to a minimum of 70mm and the SVM-140, which has 
a longer clamping capacity, takes knives either with longer blades 
(over 120mm) or very thin blades (such as filleting knives). Can also 
be used for electric hand planer knives.

SVM Knife Jigs code: 910088

This is a very comprehensive jig which can be used equally 
well for turning and carving tools. 

There are two holders provided, one for turners’ skew chisels, either 
oval or square section, from 13mm to 35mm wide, and the other 
for carvers’ skew chisels, parting tools, roughing gouges and wide 
carving gouges up to 50mm wide. Great for replication of the 
shape on turning skew chisels with a straight or curved edge.

SVS-50 Multi-Jig 
code: 910091

A jig from Tormek for all sizes of scissors, you can even 
sharpen garden shears. 

Two clamps hold the blade securely.

SVX-150 Scissor Jig 
code: 910092

http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-svm-knife-jigs-910088?sel=910088
http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-svm-45-knife-jig-910089?sel=910089
http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-svm-140-knife-jig-702085?sel=702085
http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-svs-50-multi-jig-910091
http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-svm-00-small-knife-holder-504136?sel=504136
http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-se-77-square-edge-jig-102331?sel=102331
http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-svx-150-scissor-jig-910092
http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-svx-150-scissor-jig-910092


Choice of feeding speed 
determines the stone character. 
A faster speed causes the stone 
to grind faster.

Use approx 90 seconds across 
the stone. If you feed faster, you 
can create a rougher surface 
which grinds more quickly.

Precise setting of cutting depth with Micro Adjust.

TORMEK SHARPENING JIGS
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From Tormek comes a jig for sharpening short carving tools 
and chisels down to 45mm long, including power carving tools 
(Bosch, Proxxon, AMT etc). 

Used in conjunction with the Universal Support, the jig is 
automatically held square to the grindstone.

SVS-38 Short Tool Jig code: 910090

A well designed jig used for re-grinding both guillotine blades 
and power planer knives of any length and minimum width 
of 13mm. 

Grinds each blade identically so they are never out of balance. This 
jig allows you to measure exactly how much is to be removed. 
Tormek T-7 is recommended for this jig.

SVH-320 Planer Knife Jig code: 910085

Heavy rubber lined wedge 
stop for best grip. The rotation 
of the stone presses the axe 
firmly into the jig.

Sharpen straight or curved axes and hatches. 

Allows both bevels of an axe head to be ground at exactly the 
same angle over the full length of the edge (maximum head size 
165mm).

SVA-170 Axe Grinding Jig code: 910081
Use the SVD-186 for sharpening woodturning gouges (bowl, 
spindle and fingernail) to a razor like edge. 

The Tormek SVD-186 can also handle most carving gouges up 
to 36mm wide, carving vee tools and multi-tip scraper blades 
with mounting holes from 5mm to 8mm diameter. The SVD-186 
and Tormek wetstone machine combination offers three crucial 
benefits. The water cooled wheel results in a superior edge, 
longer lasting and one that leaves a finer finish.  The jig gives you 
full control over bevel angle and shape. The jig gives you exact 
repeatability next time you need to sharpen your tool. A curved 
clamping disc ensures correct seating of your tool in the tool 
holder. The angle setting has a precise click feature making initial 
jig set-up easy. The SVD-186 fits all Tormek machines. 

SVD-186 Gouge Jig code: 102132

Sharpens profiled spindle moulder knives. The knife is held 
securely in position with a magnet and guide pins which 
match the safety pin holes in the knife. 

The jig can be used to sharpen all makes and shapes of moulding 
knives with 24/30/38mm between centres up to a maximum 
width of 100mm. Tormek T-7 Sharpening System is recommended 
for this jig.

SVP-80 Profile Knife Jig code: 701403

The Drill Bit Sharpening Attachment DBS-22 makes it possible 
to sharpen drill bits on your Tormek water cooled sharpening 
system with the highest precision. 

The optimal point and clearance angle can be set according to 
each drilling requirement with regard to drill size and material. 
You can restore completely worn drills as well as broken drills to a 
perfect shape. The drill holder as well as the guides are made with 
the highest precision to ensure that the lengths of the two cutting 
edges will be equal within close tolerances. Copes with drills from 
3mm (1/8”) to 22mm (7/8”).

DBS-22 Drill Bit Sharpener code: 950970

Dual knobs for smooth feed 
across the stone.

A cluster of genuine diamonds is mounted in a holder and 
used to dress or open the grindstone when the stone becomes 
grooved or uneven.

 It takes only a few seconds to set up and can really improve the 
performance of the wheel. The patented Tormek design with dual 
knob screw feed makes it easy to get a controlled feed across 
the stone for a perfect flat surface. Standard with the T-4 and T-8 
machines. 

TT-50 Diamond Truing Device 
with Screw Feed code: 610747

Replacement diamond tip is for use with 
the Tormek TT-50 truing device.

Diamond Tip for TT-50 
code: 910074

http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-svd-186-gouge-jig-102132?sel=102132
http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-svs-38-short-tool-jig-910090?sel=910090
http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-svp-80-profile-knife-jig-701403?sel=701403
http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-dbs-22-drill-bit-sharpener-950970
http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-svh-320-planer-knife-jig-910085?sel=910085
http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-tt-50-diamond-truing-device-with-screw-feed-610747?sel=610747
http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-diamond-tip-for-tt-50-truing-device-910074
http://www.axminster.co.uk/tormek-sva-170-axe-grinding-jig-910081?sel=910081
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This unique turning tool setter enables exact replication of the 
edge on bowl and spindle gouges as well as on flat and oval 
skews with a straight or a curved edge. 

The setter works with the Gouge Jig SVD-186 and the Multi-Jig 
SVS-50. The strength of the setter is that it works irrespective of the 
stone diameter and always produces the same edge angle. Built-in 
settings give pre-determined edge geometries as recommended 
by experienced turners. A real time saver!

TTS-100 Turning Tool Setter code: 202517

A universal tool rest, easy to adjust and thanks to the patented 
design, stays just where you set it.

 The wide plate is just the job for the sharpening of turning 
scrapers, carving scorps, inshaves, screwdrivers and re-truing of 
cabinet scrapers.

SVD-110 Toolrest code: 910083

Protective Cover keeps dust off your Tormek grinder and 
prevents it singing at night.

MH-380 Protective Cover code: 910076

Enables you to easily rotate the machine 180° and lock it with 
complete stability. 

It makes it easy to alternate between sharpening and honing or 
sharpening towards or away from the edge. Fits all Tormek models.

RB-180 Rotating Base code: 952887

This improved design includes a removable chute to 
catch every drop, helping to prevent spills and mess when 
sharpening longer tools. 

Fits the Tormek T-7 and all of the Tormek 2000 series.

AWT-250 
Advanced Water Trough code: 210294

This package, suitable for all Tormek machines, comprises an 
RB-180 Rotating Base and an RM-533 Rubber Mat.

RB-180 Rotating Base
and RM-533 Rubber Mat code: 719104

Suitable for use with all Tormek machines. 

The Tormek RM-533 Rubber Mat gives you a waterproof yet non-
slip surface. The raised rim will retain any water  spillage. 533×343 
mm

RM-533 Rubber Mat code: 507245

The WM-200 gives angle setting with pinpoint accuracy from 
15° to 75° on grindstones of 6” to 10” in diameter, thus taking 
into account wear after years of use. 

The WM-200 is also provided with angle checking notches around 
its edge to enable bevel angles to be repeated or progress 
checked. 

WM-200 Pro-AngleMaster code: 368028
Tormek have designed a sharpening station that is compatible 
with all Tormek models. The purpose-built drawers are 
designed to fit with the Tormek accessory kits.

These offer convenient storage for all the jigs and accessories 
needed for sharpening all kinds of edge tools. This model is fitted 
with height adjustable legs, rubber feet and a complete with a 
moisture-proof composite worktop. Spare stones can be stored 
on the side of the station. Height 750-830mm, width 578mm and 
depth 390mm.

TS-740 Sharpening Station code: 504906

Use the coarse side regularly to keep the stone open and 
effective. The SP-650 practically gives you two grindstones 
in one. 

The fine side will change the function of the Tormek grindstone 
from fast grinding at 220 grit to fine grinding at a 1000 grit 
surface. Standard with the T-4 and T-8 machines. 

SP-650 Stone Grader code: 910080
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TORMEK INSTRUCTIONS

Contains an 80-minute DVD and 
a handbook on the Tormek TNT 
sharpening system. 

Shows how to shape, sharpen and 
hone all your turning tools. 

TNT-300 Woodturner’s 
Instruction Box
 code: 701804

The appreciated Tormek 
Handbook explains the basics 
of edge tool sharpening, gives 
you useful tips and an easy, 
step by step approach to the 
Tormek method of sharpening. 

Included with each Tormek 
machine.

HB-10 Handbook 
code: 910075

For application on the leather honing wheels. 

Grain size 3 micron (average). Removes the burr and polishes the 
edge to a mirror finish.

PA-70 Honing Paste code: 910077

Instruction DVD, the TORMEK 
method for grinding, 
sharpening and honing edge 
tools. 

The DVD brings the handbook 
instructions to life.

Instructional DVD 
code: 475907

The Tormek SJ-250 Japanese Waterstone delivers an extra fine 
finish. It excels at sharpening hand tools where a minimum 
of steel removal is needed and a superior surface finish is 
demanded. 

The stone is 4,000 grit and is ideal for carving tools, scissors, knives 
and well maintained plane irons and bench tools.  

SJ-250 Japanese 
Waterstone code: 702802

This set of optional discs has a radius of 2mm (3/32”) and a 
45° tip. 

These smaller disc profiles permit the honing of small carving 
tools with very narrow profiles.

LA-124 Narrow Discs 
for LA-120 code: 475425

These leather tyred honing wheels gently remove the burr 
which develops during grinding. 

When used with a dab of Tormek Honing Compound PA-70, it 
brings the edge to a mirror finish and razor sharpness. The LA-145 
is the replacement wheel for the Tormek T-3 and 1200 models. The 
LA-220 fits the T-7 and Tormek 2000.

Leather Honing Wheels

LA-145 Leather Honing Wheel (T-3) TORLA145
LA-220 Leather Honing Wheel (T-7) TORLA220

 Code
Made of solid tanned leather for the honing and polishing of 
the inside of turning gouges, woodcarving gouges and vee-
parting tools. 

One disc has a radius of 3mm (1/8”), the other a 60° tip.

LA-120 Profiled Leather 
Honing Wheel code: 306015

The Tormek Original Grindstone has evolved over the years to 
offer the best combination of efficient steel removal, smooth 
surface finish and a long life. 

This stone efficiently cuts all types of tools and steel qualities 
including HSS. 250mm diameter wheel, 220 grit.

SG-250 Supergrind Wheel 
code: 910079

The Tormek Original Grindstone has evolved over the years to 
offer the best combination of efficient steel removal, smooth 
surface finish and a long life. 

This stone efficiently cuts all types of tools and steel qualities 
including HSS. 200mm diameter wheel, 220 grit.

SG-200 Supergrind Wheel 
code: 910078

The Tormek SB-250 is designed for hard materials and fast 
sharpening. It delivers fast steel removal on HSS and exotic 
alloys and can ‘touch up’ tungsten carbide. 

The key to removing material efficiently at low rpm is very sharp 
grains with high hardness and relatively fine grit size. The SB-250 
can be graded with the stone grader for fast material removal or 
fine surface finish.

SB-250 Blackstone 
Silicon Stone code: 702803

A Japanese waterstone fitted to your Tormek delivers an 
extra fine finish. It excels at sharpening hand tools where a 
minimum of steel removal is needed and a superior surface 
finish is demanded. 

The stone is 4,000 grit and is ideal for carving tools, scissors, knives 
and well maintained plane irons and bench tools.

SJ-200 Japanese 
Waterstone code: 210936
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